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Results

• Figure 1 shows a qualitative visual comparison of valley networks  
 mapping between the Carr map and our result. Our algorithm finds  
 VN in the same regions (mostly Noachian) where they have been   
 mapped by Carr, but it finds more of them. Our map shows an   
 almost threefold increase in the total length of VN. The statistics are  
 show in Table 1. 

• In addition, the ~458,000 VN segments have been grouped into   
 184,548 “netlets” based on spatial connectivity. The attributes of   
 each netlet (e.g., outlet coordinates, location, elevation, underlying  
 geologic units, the number of segments in the netlet, netlets' order  
 and magnitude, total length, sinuosity, slope and aspect of main   
 stream and area of drainage basin) are also calculated and stored in  
 the GIS database. 

• Figure 2 shows quantitative comparison of valley networks using  
 the difference of line density ρ of the two maps. ρ is calculated by  
 dividing the length of VN within a moving circular window by the  
 area of the window. Positive difference (warm color) indicates that  
 our map depicts more valleys (almost everywhere). Close-ups of   
 specific sites (Figures 3-4) show that our map not only shows more  
 VN and they also correspond more closely to what is seen in an   
 image. In a few areas our map depicts less VN than Carr map (cold  

Introduction
• Martian Valley Networks (VN) contain important information    
 regarding status of water and climate on Mars in the past.

• VN features indicative of both runoff erosion (e.g., branching,    
 dendritic patterns, and origin near dividing ridges) and      
 groundwater sapping (e.g., alcove-like terminations, constant    
 valley width downstream, short, stubby tributaries, flat      
 longitudinal profiles, and U-shaped cross-sections) have been    
 observed, with the former signaling precipitation and a warmer   
 climate whereas the latter allowing for cold and dry conditions   
 during VN formation.

• Previous studies relied heavily on detailed examination of selected  
 valley segments or individual networks. 

• The existing global map was drawn by Carr [Carr, 1995; Carr and   
 Chuang, 1997] using Viking-based images covering ±65º of    
 latitude. Standard means of visual interpretation of recent high   
 resolution images is not cost effective (although there is an effort  
 underway [Hynek et al., 2008]).

• Recent advances in machine extraction of geomorphic features   
 from topographic data [Molloy and Stepinski, 2007] make it    
 feasible to acquire the VN map automatically by computer parsing  
 of Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) Mission Experiment    
 Gridded Data Records (MEGDR) data [Smith et al., 2003]). We    
 present an updated global VN GIS database constructed using   
 such automated approach, aided by visual inspection and editing. 

Methodology
• The automated algorithm detects incisions directly from terrain   
 morphology, making an accurate mapping of regions with highly  
 variable density of dissection possible [Molloy and Stepinski,    
 2007].

• It calculates the topographic planar curvature (TPC) analytically   
 for each pixel in the DEM using a polynomial approximation to the  
 local patch of the surface, minimizes noise in the values of the   
 TPC, which earlier attempts failed to achieve [Peuker and Douglas,  
 1975; Band, 1986; Howard, 1994; Tarboton and Ames, 2001].

• The valleys are identified as segments with relatively large positive  
 values of the TPC. A number of image processing transformations  
 then turned these segments into an actual map of VN.

• The algorithm has been tested in 8 local sites [Molloy and     
 Stepinski, 2007] and two whole quadrangles (Mare Tyrrhenum   
 (MC22) quadrangle [Luo and Stepinski, 2006] and Margaritifer    
 Sinus (MC19) quadrangle [Stepinski et al., 2007]) before applied to  
 the whole globe between 50ºN and 70ºS in this study.

• Because of the large size, we subdivided the entire surface of Mars  
 into overlapping tiles having size of 10º×10º each, extracted VN   
 from each tile, and mosaiced VN tiles into a single database.

• Machine mapped VN were visually inspected and edited against   
 THEMIS mosaic to produce the final product.

• The global map of continuous dissection density was also     
 computed from the final map of VN using a method of Tucker et al.  
 (2001) based on the mean downslope distance to the nearest    
 valley. The density map is used for further analysis of controlling   
 factors on dissection pattern. 

 

 color) and are attributed to poor quality of MEGDR and/or possibly  
 errors in manual editing. A close-up of such a specific site is shown  
 in Figure 5.

• Figure 6 shows the continuous dissection density (D) derived from  
 final VN map. D is rather homogeneous on large spatial scale; the  
 dissected region forms a belt roughly located between the equator  
 and mid southern latitudes. At the same time the distribution of D is   
 quite inhomogeneous on smaller spatial scales; although the mean  
 value of D is high throughout the aforementioned belt, there is a   
 strong local variability.

• To search for factors that correlate and/or control spatial      
 distribution of dissection density on Mars, we calculated zonal   
 statistics of dissection density with respect to several variables. The  
 results are shown in Figure 7.  Regions located between the     
 equator and 40ºS have on average highest density of dissections  
 (Fig. 7A). Highest dissection density occurs in the regions located  
 at elevations between 1000 m and 3000 m (Fig. 7B). On average,   
 steeper locations are more dissected (Fig. 7C). Dissection density  
 and crater density are positively correlated (Fig. 7D). On average,   
 the estimated valley depths are shallowest in the southernmost   
 locations and systematically increase toward the equator (Fig.  7E).

Discussion
• This study demonstrated that auto-mapping of VN on a global   
 scale is a feasible technique that offers speed and objectivity. 

• A new, more detailed global map of VN on Mars has been     
 constructed and made available to the planetary community. The  
 new map of VN is a significant update to the Carr map with     
 threefold increase in the length of mapped valleys. 

• The new VN map provides much more detailed account of the   
 dissection. Overall the dissection is restricted to a belt-like region  
 extending roughly from the equator to mid southern latitudes.   
 Within this belt the distribution of dissection is patchy with the   
 local “high” region characterized by the values of D as high 0.12   
 km-1 separated by “low” regions characterized by much lower    
 values of D. The two regions with the most consistent presence of  
 high dissection density araes are the northern Terra Cimmeria and  
 the Margaritifer Terra.

• The zonal statisticss of D with respect to latitude, elevation, slope,  
 and crater density do not uncover any significantly new insights   
 into the factors responsible for the observed spatial distribution of  
 dissection. Dependence of the mean value of D on latitude,    
 elevation, and crater density follows from geographical location of  
 VN. The increase of the mean dissection with the local slope is   
 expected [Montgomery,1989]. Finally, the systematic decrease of  
 valley depths from the equator toward the south pole can be    
 attributed to terrain softening due to either mantling      
 [Soderblom,1973] or viscous relaxation due to the presence of   
 ground ice [Parmentier, 1981]. 

• Our ultimate goal is to develop a fully automatic technique of    
 mapping VN based on a concept of machine learning.
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Figure 7. (A-D) Zonal statistics of dissection density D with respect to latitude (A), elevation (B), slope(C), and crater density (D). (E) Zonal 
statistics of valley depths with respect to latitude. Circles indicate mean values for each zone. The regions spanning the values of 
average ± standard deviation are shown in gray.

ρCarr > ρ ρ = ρCarr ρ > ρCarr

Figure 2. Quantitative comparison of valley networks mapping using the difference, ρ-ρCarr ,  of line densities calculated for each map. 
Areas chosen for in-depth comparison are labeled 1 to 3.

Figure 3. Close up of the VN mapping in a site labeled 1 in Fig. 2. The site is located in the Terra Cimmeria and centered on 121.21ºE and 
1.22ºN. (A) Image of the site, (B) Carr map of VN. and (C) the auto-generated map of VN. The background image is the THEMIS daytime IR 
mosaic.

Figure 4. Close up of the VN mapping in the Arda Valles site labeled 2 in Fig. 2. The Arda Valles site is centered on 32.22ºWand 21.41ºS. (A) 
Image of the site, (B) Carr map of VN. and (C) the auto-generated map of VN. The background image is the THEMIS daytime IR mosaic.

Figure 5. Close up of the VN mapping in the Warrego Valles site labeled 3 in Fig. 2. The Warrego Valles site is centered on 92.41ºW and 
41.84ºS. (A) THEMIS daytime IR mosaic image of the site, (B) shaded relief based on the MEGDR, (C) Carr map of VN, (D) uncorrected, auto-
generated map of VN. (D) corrected, auto-generated map of VN.

Figure 6. Map of dissection density D(x; y), the blue-to-red gradient depicts values of D(x; y) from its minimum of 0.00014 to its maximum 
of 1.08. Background is the MOLA shaded relief. The areas not covered by the color gradient are places where D is not defined.
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Figure 1. Visual comparison of valley networks mapping: the Carr map (top) and the map generated by our algorithm (bottom). The back-
ground is the MEGDR-derived shaded relief, light green background indicates extent of the Noachian terrain.

  Carr Map Our Map

 Number of segments 11,336 ~458,000

 Total  lengths ~348,000 km 1,002,364 km


